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Marine spatial planning (MSP) has recently attracted more attention as an efficient

decision support tool. MSP is a strategic and long-term process gathering multiple

competing users of the ocean with the objective to simplify decisions regarding the

sustainable use of marine resources. One of the challenges in MSP is to determine

an optimal zone to locate a new activity while taking into account the locations of

the other existing activities. Most approaches to spatial zoning are formulated as

non-linear optimization models involving multiple objectives, which are usually solved

using stochastic search algorithms, leading to sub-optimal solutions. In this paper, we

propose to model the problem as a Multi-Objective Integer Linear Program. The model

is developed for raster data and it aims at maximizing the interest of the area of the

zone dedicated to the new activity while maximizing its spatial compactness. We study

two resolution methods: first, a weighted-sum of the two objectives, and second, an

interactive approach based on an improved augmented version of the ǫ-constraint

method, AUGMECON2. To validate and study the model, we perform experiments on

artificially generated data. Our experimental study shows that AUGMECON2 represents

the most promising approach in terms of relevance and diversity of the solutions,

compactness, and computation time.

Keywords: marine spatial planning, multi-objective integer linear optimization, buffering, interest, compactness,

raster data

INTRODUCTION

Maritime Spatial Planning (MSP) is to the ocean what land-use planning is to the land: an approach
to the organization of activities intended to limit conflicts between actors and activities, promote
synergies and minimize environmental impacts. For many years, maritime activities were not
managed, as the sea was considered to be infinite and its resources inexhaustible (Dahl et al., 2009).
However, nowadays it has become clear that human activities impact the marine environment
(pollution, disappearance of biodiversity, etc.) and its resources (overfishing and pollution). As
a consequence, sectorial management of these activities has progressively emerged (quotas for
fishing, traffic management, . . . ). However, each sector developed its own planning, without
excessive concern for consistency with the other sectors. This is where MSP tries to position itself
above these limitations as a systemic approach, whose goal is to plan the human activities in the
ocean in a sustainable way, while taking into account interactions between various activities and
stakeholders (Agardy, 2015).

One of the activities of MSP is related to ocean zoning. Its goal is to determine areas in the
sea for locating different types of uses (e.g., fishing areas, restricted areas, . . . ). The interest of
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locating such a use in a specific area of the ocean depends
on various elements, like the distance to other activities, the
distance to the coast, and possibly other environmental factors
that influence the optimal location of the activity (interest for
an activity, risk of polluting, fauna density, wind probability, . . . )
(Agardy, 2010).

As such, ocean zoning is a series of regulatory procedures
which intervene in the execution of marine spatial planning
(Agardy, 2010), which is a broader concept, which involves
an ecologic, social, and economic objective cyclical process for
the analysis and allocation of space and time, if necessary
(Santos et al., 2019).

For a better implementation of MSP, this study deals with the
ocean zoning problem for a new human activity. This activity
takes into account the influence of existing activities occurring
in the same marine area and at the same time. The goal of
this contribution is to formulate the zoning problem in MSP, to
model it through a raster-based Multi-Objective Integer Linear
Program (MOILP), and then to propose and compare some exact
resolution approaches.

The article is structured as follows. Section Literature Review
provides a review of the literature on the topic and a summary of
our contributions. In section Problem Definition, we define the
problem at hand. In section Problem Formulation, we propose
its MOILP formulation, while in section Problem Resolution,
we propose different resolution methods, which may lead to
different results. In section Experimental Validation, we describe
an experimental setting to solve the proposed formulation
with computational results on artificially generated synthetic
instances. Conclusions are drawn in section Conclusion.

LITERATURE REVIEW

From Land-Use Planning to Marine Spatial
Planning
The concept of spatial planning has long been valuable for
managing land uses (Taussik, 2007; Domínguez-Tejo et al., 2016).
In the 1950s, the concepts of “sustainable development goals” and
a “system approach” began to be incorporated into land-based
spatial planning by recognizing the dangerous environmental
consequences left by the industrial revolution; and whilst needing
to satisfy the ongoing economic growth (Douvere, 2008; Smith
et al., 2011; Domínguez-Tejo et al., 2016). Likewise, in the
marine environment, despite spatial management of fisheries has
been a standard practice, the increasing number of additional
economic uses triggered the need for a more pre-cautionary,
comprehensive, and sustainable approach to planning (Sainsbury
et al., 2000; Norse, 2010). For instance, one of the best
management process for a Large Marine Ecosystem took place
in the Great Barrier Reef in Australia, in response to increased
impacts from shipping, tourism, recreation, fishing, and land-
based activities (Smith et al., 2011; Brodie and Waterhouse,
2012). Thus, it has led to the transition of the Ecosystem-based
Approach (EBA) from land to sea. Afterward, the notions of
MSP gradually evolved together from the developments of their
terrestrial counterparts (Katsanevakis et al., 2011; Domínguez-
Tejo et al., 2016).

The Marine Space Planning (MSP) has already established
itself internationally with little over sixty initiatives (IOC-
UNESCO and EC-DG Mare 2017) concerning two primary
ocean-based phenomena. These are both causes and effects
for the social creation of the ocean. The first phenomena is
the growing need for space due to the development of new
applications (marine renewable energies, offshore aquaculture,
extraction of minerals, etc.) (Smith et al., 2011). The second
is to develop tools for the protection of marine ecosystems
and biodiversity, notably marine protected areas (MPAs)
(Stojanovic and Gee, 2020).

The relationship between MPAs and MSP is sometimes
described based on the geographical level: Even though MSP
usually refers to a higher-level process, MPAs represent it
at lower levels (or smaller scales) (Strickland-Munro et al.,
2016). Moreover, MPAs with multiple objectives are sometimes
considered as a form ofMSP (Borges et al., 2020). Indeed, various
stakeholders have highlighted the importance of MSP as a tool to
arrange different marine uses (Lombard et al., 2019). Still, MSP
is incipient worldwide (Abspoel et al., 2019) and studies on MSP
are rarely published in peer-reviewed journals (Domínguez-Tejo
et al., 2016), although the number of published studies is growing
(de Souza Rêgo et al., 2016; Borges et al., 2020; Trouillet, 2020).

Zoning in a GIS Framework
Zoning consists in locating and partitioning a region into zones
designed to allow or prohibit certain activities, to maintain
the provision of an overall set of ecosystem services provided
by the overall zoned area. Zones are usually defined using
several available analytical and decision support tools to support
zoning (e.g., Geographical Information Systems, GIS) (Santos
et al., 2019). Figuratively, the identification of areas and the
partitioning of space using the techniques of spatial analysis is
one of the major purposes of GIS (Masoudi et al., 2021; Shirina
and Parfenyukova, 2021). Zoning represents a cornerstone
of MSP and an efficient management tool (Zoning, 1977;
Korhonen, 1996; Liffmann et al., 2000; Day, 2002; Russ and
Zeller, 2003; Airame, 2005; Fernandes et al., 2005; Foster et al.,
2005; Dudley, 2008; Halpern et al., 2008). Within the zoning
process, the consequences of allowing multiple conflicting and
also potentially conflicting activities occurring within the same
location need particular attention. Zoning plans provide a
precise approach to resolving conflicts between activities and
determining trade-offs while balancing these competing interests
(Halpern et al., 2008). Zoning is implemented around the world
as an approach to support the multiple objectives of marine
parks (notably in Australia’s Great Barrier Reef Marine Park;
Fernandes et al., 2005).

Since MSP problems are spatial in nature, they can be
structured and addressed using GIS features and mathematical
models. GIS not only facilitate the management, manipulation,
and spatial analysis of land/marine use data, but also provides
an environment for visualizing, exploring, and evaluating
alternative land/marine use scenarios. On the one hand, with
the advances in GIS and computing technologies, numerous
spatial optimization approaches have been more proposed for
land use planning over the last few decades and less for marine
spatial planning (Yao et al., 2018). On the other hand, in
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FIGURE 1 | Real MSP map (Hadjimitsis et al., 2016).

land use planning, multiple concerns have been considered for
different applications, including compactness of selected regions,
contiguity of equal land use, compatibility of different land uses,
and environmental and ecological impacts among others, which
could be used for marine spatial planning as well (Aerts et al.,
2003; Stewart et al., 2004; Ligmann-Zielinska et al., 2008; Önal
et al., 2016). For example, cartographic representations, which
let confront, superimpose maps, and visualize siting results, are
among GIS benefits. Figure 1 presents a real MSP map shown
along with all competing uses in a specific marine area.

To implement these approaches and applications, however,
most of them have relied upon raster data structure using regular
grid cells, principally due to its simplicity and ease of assessing
spatial relationships among land grids, such as proximity and
adjacency. Except for Stewart et al. (2004), Chandramouli et al.
(2009), Cao and Ye (2013), Masoomi et al. (2013), little has been
done utilizing vector data for decision-making units in MSP.

Resolution Approaches
All the above-mentioned MSP problems were addressed initially
by using heuristics or simpler approaches in the field of GIS
with map crossings and weighting criteria (Pressey et al., 1993,
1997; Triana et al., 2019). However, later, they were formulated
as mixed-integer/integer linear programs (MILP/ILP) in the
framework of the set covering problem (SCP) and maximal
covering problem (MCP) (Toregas and Revelle, 1973; Church
and ReVelle, 1974; Kirkpatrick, 1983; Cocks and Baird, 1989;

Underhill, 1994; Church et al., 1996; Williams and ReVelle, 1997;
Possingham et al., 2000; Polasky et al., 2001). On the one hand,
the most important advantage of using MILP/ILP to design
MSP is that it can provide a globally optimal solution. On the
other hand, an important disadvantage of them is related to
the problem-solving computing time, which is very likely has a
direct correlation with the data size and complexity (O’Hanley,
2009).

Apart from all of the above mentioned, despite many
research papers dealing with MSP, the problem is yet to be
concise, as for each actor, many technological, spatial, economic,
environmental, and social objectives along with constraints must
be addressed which are generally incompatible. Integrated into
the optimum zoning of these criteria, mathematical models
must be more advanced and computationally demanding than
SCP and MCP formulations. To do so, Multiple Objective
Mathematical Programming (MOMP) is applied to solve
Mathematical Programming problems with more than one
objective function. Given that usually, there is no unique optimal
solution (optimizing all objective functions simultaneously), the
aim is to find the most preferred among the Pareto optimal
solutions (Deming, 1991).

To do so efficiently, MOMP methods have to combine
optimization with decision support. To address this issue, the
solution process can be divided into two separate phases: The
first is the Pareto optimal solutions generation (all or a subset
of them). The second is the subsequent involvement of the
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decision-maker if all the information is available (the so-called
multi-criteria decision-making process).

Available procedures for these two phases are usually
classified into three approaches (Cohon and Marks, 1975;
Chiandussi et al., 2012), depending on whether the decision-
maker is involved before, during, or after the search: a priori,
interactive, and a posteriori approaches. In MOMP, a posteriori
method is the most computationally demanding category
among the other approaches. However, thanks to the enormous
growth in calculation speed and advancement of Mathematical
Programming methods, a posteriori method has become more
attractive among today’s decision-makers. Although the optimal
solutions of these formulations are economically efficient, they
usually lack spatial criteria. Spatial criteria may take a variety of
forms (Williams and Snyder, 2005; Haight and Snyder, 2009).

Most commonly used criteria include compactness and
connectivity (Wright et al., 1983; Fischer and Church, 2003; Önal
and Briers, 2003; Tóth and McDill, 2008; Jafari and Hearne,
2013), proximity of selected sites (Rothley, 1999; Briers, 2002;
Nalle et al., 2002; Önal and Briers, 2002; Ruliffson et al., 2003;
Williams, 2008; Miller et al., 2009; Dissanayake et al., 2012),
habitat fragmentation (Önal and Briers, 2002, 2005), contiguity
(Cova and Church, 2000; Williams, 2002; Cerdeira and Pinto,
2005; Önal and Briers, 2006; Marianov et al., 2008; Önal and
Wang, 2008; Tóth et al., 2009; Cerdeira et al., 2010; Duque
et al., 2011; Carvajal et al., 2013; Jafari and Hearne, 2013),
existence of buffers and corridors (Williams and ReVelle, 1996,
1998; Williams et al., 2005; Conrad et al., 2012), and accessibility
(Ruliffson et al., 2003; Önal and Yanprechaset, 2007).

Among the most recent contributions, Cheng et al. (2015)
presented two MPA spatial zoning models based on MOILP: a
buffer cells model (BCM) and an external border cells model
(EBCM). These models provide multi-objective zones for MPA
planning that satisfy multiple conservation goals while ensuring
optimal results. The EBCM has been selected for comparison
with Marxan with zones because both of them ignore buffer
cells. In summary, the EBCM holds several advantages over
Marxan with zones for MPA spatial zoning. It guarantees
optimality conditions, while providing a compactness/cost trade-
off, in which decision-makers can explore according to their
preferences. A procedure to solve trans-boundary water conflicts
in the Gaunting reservoir basin based on the theory of a hybrid
game and mathematical planning model has been developed by
Zeng et al. (2019) to optimize use of water and pollutant discharge
while maximizing net aggregate benefit and reduce water supplies
and pollution prevention costs. A connectivity-based technique
was employed to create the marine protected area networks by
Fox et al. (2019) for multi-objective optimizing. In order to
get the Pareto optimum set for networks up to 100 websites,
the authors created a meta-heuristic Algorithm examined two
marine realistic networks. Zhao et al. (2019) explored the
conflicts between the development and exploitation of themarine
area and ecological conservation using the Ecosystem Service
Value Calculation (ESV). The results illustrate the advantages of
optimization of the use of the sea area (Dengsha estuary area).
They can tackle the multi-sector conflict problem and provide a
fresh design for optimizing the spatial layout.

Contributions of This Paper
Based on the literature review, the main contributions of this
paper can be summarized as follows:

• Problem definition: Since one of the main issues in MSP is to
locate and allocate an optimal zone for a new human activity
while considering the other existing activities, we define and
describe a new problem in the scope of zoning in MSP,

• Problem formulation: Given the current state of the art,
the most common approach is based on non-linear multi-
objective models, which are usually solved using stochastic
search algorithms, resulting in sub-optimal solutions. We
choose to work on raster data, and hence our contribution is
to formulate an exact linear model as a MOILP which aims at
maximizing the interest of the area of the zone dedicated to
one actor, while maximizing its spatial compactness.

• Problem resolution: To solve this model and determine
the optimal solution, we use two resolution methods: WS
(a weighted sum of the objectives) and AUGMECON2
(an interactive approach based on the classical ǫ-constraint
method). Due to a very large number of integer variables and
constraints in this MOILPmodel, we improve its resolution by
using buffering techniques in a preprocessing phase.

• Experimental validation: We generate a set of artificial
datasets to validate the approach and study both the sensitivity
of the resolution methods and computation times with respect
to various parameters.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

The literature review shows among other things that MSP
requires formal tools to assist the decision process and converge
to an overall sustainable plan for the use of marine resources.
As already said, in this work, we focus on the zoning problem,
a specific sub-problem of MSP where a certain number of human
activities already exist in a given marine area, and for which
the optimal location of a new activity must be determined. The
existing activities in the area are considered fixed and cannot
be modified. The overall interest of the location of the new
activity depends on a map, which is given for the whole area and
represents the degree to which it is worthwhile or unattractive to
carry out the activity at each point in the area.

The existing activities in the area can be classified
into 3 categories:

• Shipping lanes (also called sea lanes or sea routes), which
are regularly used navigable routes for large ships, and which
cannot intersect with the new activity. These shipping lanes
could also represent underwater cables for example,

• Ports (also called harbors), which are placed at the edge of the
ocean (on the mainland), and are used for ships to load and
unload their cargo or passengers,

• Restricted areas in the ocean, which represent other activities
and which cannot intersect with the new activity. These
restricted areas can, for example, represent marine protected
areas, wind or tidal turbine farms, recreational areas, military
areas, etc.
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FIGURE 2 | Problem definition.

Next to that, the precise location of the new activity does not only
depend on the interest map but also the distance to the various
elements of the three categories of existing activities. Generally
speaking, in this problem, we are going to impose the constraints
of minimum and the maximum distance of the new activity to
the different existing activities. In other words, the new activity
should be located:

• At a minimum distance of each of the existing activities
(depending on each existing activity),

• At a maximum distance of each of the existing activities
(depending on each existing activity).

Finally, in our problem it is preferable that the zone for the new
activity is as compact as possible, to avoid potential conflicts with
new activities that may emerge in the area in the future.

The objective of this problem is therefore to determine the
optimal location of the new activity that maximizes both its
interest and its compactness. Meanwhile, it is to respect certain
constraints of minimum and maximum distances to existing
activities (and therefore without overlapping with them).

Figure 2 illustrates on a fictive maritime area this problem
definition and its various elements. The upper dark gray part
(with the topographic isolines) of the figure represents the
mainland, on which 4 ports are located. The lower part represents
the maritime area, in which the new activity (e.g., a fishing
activity) has to be located, and in which various existing activities
are already located: multiple shipping lanes, a windmill farm
(restricted area), and a protected natural area (restricted area).
The interest for the new activity is represented on the background
map in 3 levels of gray (the more interesting the area, the darker
it is). In this problem, the new activity has to be located at a
given minimum distance of the shipping lanes (d≥s′ ), at a given

minimum and a given maximum distance of the closest port (d≥p′

and d≤p′ ), as well as at a given minimum distance of restricted

areas (d≥r′ ). Three areas for the new activity are presented in the
figure. A is located in a part of the sea that is quite interesting
for the new activity. B on the other hand is located in a less
interesting part, while C is located in a part of the maritime area
that is very interesting. This average interest of the three areas
is represented by the star rating (1 star corresponds to a low
interest, 3 stars to a high interest). Next to that, each of these 3
areas has different compactness evaluations: B is very compact,
as it is a rectangle, A is moderately compact, whereas C is not
very compact. This compactness is represented by the squares
rating on the figure. Choosing between these 3 areas, solely on
basis of their compactness and their interest is already a difficult
problem, as none of the areas dominates the other ones on both
measures. Next to that, the figure also represents some of the
distance constraints. For example, area A checks all the minimal
distance constraints, whereas B violates a maximal distance
constraint to the closest port (d≤p′ ) and a minimal distance to

the restricted windmill farm (d≥r′ ). Finally, area C violates the
minimal distance constraint with respect to the shipping lane
(d≥s′ ). As a consequence, due to these constraints violations, B and
C cannot be considered for this new activity, and only the area A
is acceptable.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

As mentioned in section Problem Definition, the starting point
of the problem at hand is geospatial data, which represent data
related to or containing information about locations on the
Earth’s surface. In this work, we use raster data presented as
a regular grid of cells or pixels. Each pixel in a raster has a
value, which represents some unit of measurement about the
underlying geographical area. The quality of raster data mainly
varies depending on its resolution.

The top-left square of Figure 3 shows a satellite image. The
associated raster data could for example represent the vegetation
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FIGURE 3 | Raster concept (Laurini and Thompson, 1992).

density in each of the pixels. As shown in the top-right grid, the
resolution chosen for this example is 1 meter per pixel. The value
contained in each of the elements of the raster grid corresponds
to an average density measure of the vegetation in each of the
cells. It is also possible to assign a color (bottom-right) to each of
the cells, through a legend (bottom-left).

Consequently, we assume that the interest map for the new
activity is given by a two-dimensional matrix of uniform cells
on a regular grid with nrow rows and ncol columns, resulting in
nrow ·ncol = m total cells. Each cell of this grid is assumed to have
a homogeneous interest value for the given activity. Let I⊞ be the
set of cells of this grid.

Following the problem definition, let L be the set of nl
shipping lanes, which are represented as a set of cells L⊞ on the
raster grid. Let P be a set of np ports, which are represented as a

set of cells P⊞. Finally, let R be a set of nr restricted areas (with
which the new activity cannot intersect), which are represented
as a set of cellsR⊞.

Next to that, in order to keep an interactive process with the
various stakeholders involved in the zoning problem, we will not
only look for one optimal area for the new activity but also keep
a record of other possibilities, so that the final choice is left to the
decision-makers. The optimization algorithm should therefore
output a number of possible areas for the new activity (which we
will call the solutions of the optimization problem). Each solution
is built around a central cell, to which adjacent cells are assigned
in order to build the solution areas.

Before presenting the formal mathematical formulation, the
notations associated with sets, input parameters, and decision
variables are summarized as follows:

Sets

I
⊞ : The set ofm possible cells for the new activity

in the ocean

P : The set of ports
P
⊞ : The set of cells representing the ports

R : The set of restricted areas
R

⊞ : The set of cells representing all the
restricted areas

S : The set of shipping lanes
S
⊞ : The set of cells representing all the

shipping lanes
Parameters

c : The total number of central cells,
referring to the total number of
solutions sought

u : The maximum number of cells around a
central cell assigned to a solution

l : The minimum number of cells around a
central cell assigned to a solution

vi : The interest value of cell i (∀i ∈ I
⊞), i.e., of

each raster cell of the interest map
dki : The Euclidean distance between a central cell

k and a cell i to be assigned to this central
cell (∀i, k ∈ I

⊞)
dpi : The Euclidean distance between the

center of a cell belonging to a port
and the center of a cell of the interest
map (∀p ∈ P

⊞,∀i ∈ I
⊞)

dri : The Euclidean distance between the center
of a cell belonging to a restricted area
and the center of a cell of the interest
map (∀r ∈ R

⊞,∀i ∈ I
⊞)

dsi : The Euclidean distance between the center
of a cell belonging to a shipping lane
and the center of a cell of the interest
map (∀s ∈ S

⊞,∀i ∈ I
⊞)

d≤p′ : The maximum distance of each cell of the
new activity to each cell of port p′ (∀p′ ∈ P)

d≤r′ : The maximum distance of each cell of
the new activity to each cell of restricted
area r′ (∀r′ ∈ R)

d≤s′ : The maximum distance of each cell of
the new activity to each cell of shipping
lane s′ (∀s′ ∈ S)

d≥p′ : The minimum distance of each cell of the
new activity to each cell of port p′ (∀p′ ∈ P)

d≥r′ : The minimum distance of each cell of
the new activity to each cell of restricted
area r′ (∀r′ ∈ R)

d≥s′ : The minimum distance of each cell of
the new activity to each cell of shipping
lane s′ (∀s′ ∈ S)

Decision Variables

xki



















1, if cell i ∈ I
⊞ is selected and belongs to the area of the

new activity

centred at cell k ∈ I
⊞,

0, otherwise.

(1)
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xkk

{

1, if cell k ∈ I
⊞ is selected as a central for the new activity

0, otherwise (2)

Objectives:

max
m

∑

k=1

m
∑

i=1

vi · xki (3)

min
m

∑

k=1

m
∑

i=1,i6=k

dki · xki (4)

Subject to:

m
∑

k=1

xkk = c (5)

m
∑

i=1

xki ≤ u · xkk ∀k ∈ L
⊞ (6)

m
∑

i=1

xki ≥ l · xkk ∀k ∈ L
⊞ (7)

m
∑

k=1

xki ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ L
⊞ (8)

dpi · xki ≤ d≤p′ ∀p, k, i ∈ L
⊞,∀p′ ∈ P (9)

dpi · xki ≥ d≥p′ ∀p, k, i ∈ L
⊞,∀p′ ∈ P (10)

dri · xki ≤ d≤r′ ∀r, k, i ∈ L
⊞,∀r′ ∈ R (11)

dri · xki ≥ d≥r′ ∀r, k, i ∈ L
⊞,∀r′ ∈ R (12)

dsi · xki ≤ d≤s′ ∀s, k, i ∈ L
⊞,∀s′ ∈ S (13)

dsi · xki ≥ d≥s′ ∀s, k, i ∈ L
⊞,∀s′ ∈ P (14)

Objective function (3) maximizes the total interest of a solution.
Objective function (4) minimizes the sum of distances from
individual cells in each solution to the central cell of that solution.
As a consequence, a solution for the new activity is as compact
and as contiguous as possible through this objective.

Constraint (5) ensures that exactly c central cells (i.e.,
solutions) are selected for the new activity. Constraint (6)
guarantees that if cell k is selected as a central cell, i.e., xkk = 1,
then up to a total of u other cells can be assigned to the solution
formed around cell k. Constraint (7) expresses a similar concept
as constraint (6), except that it defines the minimal size of a

solution. Constraint (8) states that each cell can belong at most
to one solution. Constraints (9), (11), (13) ensure that a solution
is not located further than a maximum distance from each
port, restricted area, and shipping lane. Similarly, constraints
(10), (12), (14) guarantee that a solution is not located closer
than a minimal distance from each port, restricted area, and
shipping lane.

PROBLEM RESOLUTION

To solve the proposed multi-objective integer linear program,
we study in this article two approaches for multi-objective
optimization to achieve the appropriate exact Pareto front:
first, an a priori method considering the weighted sum
of the two objectives as a single objective function, and
second, an a posteriori method using an improved version
of the classical ǫ-constraint method (called AUGMECON2 by
Mavrotas and Florios, 2013).

Before trying to solve the program for various problem sizes,
it is worth noticing that inequations (9) to (14) generate a
huge number of constraints involving a large number of integer
variables. More precisely, each of these inequations renders m3

constraints related to m2 integer variables, where m = nrow ·

ncol. As an example, for a map with a resolution of 100 cells
by 100 cells, this already amounts to 1012 constraints and 108

integer variables.
To overcome this difficulty, we propose to solve the problem

using a two-step approach:

1. Reduce the feasible region for the mathematical program by
removing regions where no solution can be found with a
“buffer” technique presented below,

2. Remove the distance constraints (9) to (14) from the
program and solve it using one of the two previously
mentioned techniques.

Buffering Technique
A buffer is an area around a geographic feature containing
locations that are within a specified distance of the feature
(Laurini and Thompson, 1992; Jensen and Jensen, 2012). We use
the concept of buffer to model the minimal andmaximal distance
constraints (9) to (14).

On the one hand, constraints (10), (12), and (14) are used to
guarantee that a solution is not located too close to existing ports,
activities, or shipping lanes. If we think in terms of a feasible
region for the new activity on the interest map, these constraints
imply that these ports, activities, and shipping lanes should be
removed from this region, as well as the buffers around them,
whose radiuses are given by the d≥p′ , d

≥
r′ , and d≥s′ parameters.

Constraints (9), (11), and (13) on the other hand guarantee
that a solution is not located too far from these existing elements.
Again, in terms of the feasible region for the new activity, this
amounts to removing parts which are located outside of a buffer
around the ports, activities, or shipping lanes, whose radiuses are
given by the d≤p′ , d

≤
r′ , and d≤s′ parameters.

Figure 4 presents an illustrative example from section
Problem Definition for which the buffer methodology has been
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FIGURE 4 | Modification of the feasible region by the buffering technique.

applied to the central restricted area. The two white areas of the
image represent parts of the feasible region for the new activity
which have been removed because of two distance constraints
involving that specific area [a minimal (12) and a maximal (11)
constraint]. As a consequence, the solutions B and C are no
longer feasible solutions, as they are not located totally inside
the remaining feasible region. The same procedure is applied
to other areas, ports, and shipping lanes until the final feasible
region is identified.

Once the reduction of the feasible region is performed through
this buffering technique, the simplified mathematical program
(without the distance constraints) can be solved either using the
weighted sum or the AUGMECON2 technique.

Weighted Sum and AUGMECON2
The first resolution method that we study in this work uses a
linear combination of the two objectives (3) and (4). The new
objective therefore becomes :

max
(

λ

m
∑

k=1

m
∑

i=1

vi · xki − (1− λ)
m

∑

k=1

m
∑

i=1,i6=k

dki · xki
)

, (15)

where λ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter. If λ = 0, then only the
compactness objective is considered, and if λ = 1, then only the
interest objective is used.

The second resolution method used in this study is
AUGMECON2 (Mavrotas and Florios, 2013). It is an
improvement of the original ǫ-constraint method which is
along with the previously presented weighted sum method
one of the two most popular resolution methods for solving
multi-objective integer linear programs. It allows to generate
representations of the Pareto front, which is the set of non-
dominated solutions. As mentioned in Mavrotas (2009) the
ǫ-constraint method, along with its improvements, has certain

advantages in relation to the weighted sum method especially
in case of discrete variables. AUGMECON2 compared to the
ǫ-constraint method reduces the computation time during the
generation of the points of the Pareto front by avoiding many
redundant iterations.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

In order to validate the proposals and to study their
behavior when confronted with data, we propose to answer
three questions:

• Are the mathematical model and the resolution methods able
to find the optimal solution (validity)?

• How do the parameters of the resolution methods influence
the solution (sensitivity)?

• How do the resolution methods compare w.r.t. to calculation
times (complexity)?

To answer these three questions, we first propose a spatial
data generator, which is able to generate artificial datasets with
different characteristics (in terms of interest maps, number, and
types of shipping lanes, ports, restricted areas, etc.). Then, the
experimental protocol will be presented followed by the results.

Data Generation
Without loss of generality, we generate geospatial raster data
for which the “bottom row” and the “right column” of the
raster grid are considered as the mainland. This can be seen in
Figure 5, where this mainland is represented by the dark gray
cells containing no letters and no numbers.

Consequently, all the rest of this data is the maritime area, in
which the new activity has to be located. Each cell of thismaritime
area contains an interest value which indicates to what extend it is
interesting to locate the new activity in that cell. This is depicted
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FIGURE 5 | A sample data.

in Figure 5 by the 6 levels of gray associated with 6 levels of
interest (1 corresponding to the less interesting cells, and 6 to the
most interesting ones).

Let np be the number of ports to be generated for a given
dataset. For generating these ports, we simply randomly select np
cells from the mainland cells. In Figure 5, this is represented by
the light gray cells marked with a white “P” on the mainland.

The restricted areas are contiguous areas in the maritime area,
in which the new activity cannot be located. To generate one
such area, we first select randomly a cell in the maritime area
(the centroid). Then, we choose randomly cells from the adjacent
cells of the centroid and assign them to the restricted area under
construction.We then pick randomly cells from the adjacent cells
of these cells, and repeat this process iteratively, until the size of
the area is equal to the required size.

For our data, we are considering two types of restricted areas:
restricted areas which allow shipping lanes to cross them (e.g.,
marine protected areas, fishing areas, etc.), and restricted areas
which do not allow for intersections with routes (e.g., windmill
farms, islands, etc.). For simplicity’s sake, we will call the first type
of restricted areas “protected areas”, label them “A” on Figure 5,
whereas we will call the second type of restricted areas “windmill

farms” and label them “W” on Figure 5. Let na be the number
of protected areas and nw the number of windmill farms to be
generated for a given dataset.

Let ns be the number of shipping lanes to be generated.
Shipping lanes start and end in ports. To generate such a route,
we use a shortest past algorithm, which is an adaptation of the
A* algorithm (Hart et al., 1968). The algorithm generates the
optimal route between an origin port and a destination port,
while considering obstacles (the second type of restricted areas
from above, labeled “W” on Figure 5) on the path. Figure 5 also
shows 3 shipping lanes whose cells have been connected by a
continuous white line.

Three types of interest maps have also been generated, as
shown in Figure 6.

In the first approach called “Totally random”, a random
integer interest value vi, vi ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, is assigned to
each cell of the maritime area. In both “controlled” approaches,
one or multiple interesting areas are fixed in the feasible
region, by fixing vi to its maximum value (6). A representative
method for the measurement of the compactness is called the
Normalized Discrete Compactness (NDC)measure, suggested by
Wenwen et al. (2013). The NDC approach has the advantage of
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FIGURE 6 | Different types of interest maps.

TABLE 1 | Data generation parameters.

Parameter

name

Possible values Description

nrow 55 Number of rows of the raster grid

ncol 55 Number of columns of the raster grid

np 4, 6, 10 Number of ports

ns 4, 6, 8 Number of shipping lanes

na 2, 3, 4 Number of protected area

nw 1, 3, 5 Number of windmill farms

u 20 Maximum size of a solution

l 3 Minimum size of a solution

(d≤
i ,d

≥
i ) (1, 55), (3, 45) minimal and maximal distance to ports,

shipping lanes and restricted areas (windmill

farms and protected areas), i ∈ {p′, s′, r′}

being scale-invariant and can be applied when computing the
compactness of shapes with holes on raster datasets. In each case,
we choose to compare three degrees of compactness for those
interesting areas which could be defined as:

• Very Compact: contiguous zone with no hole (0.5 < NDC)
• Compact: contiguous zone with one hole (0 < NDC ≤ 0.5)
• Not Compact: not contiguous zone with more than

one hole (NDC ≤ 0).

The controlled datasets will obviously be used for validation
purposes, whereas the random ones will contribute to study the
differences between the different resolution methods, in terms of
types of solutions, as well as in terms of complexity/calculation
times. In total, this leads to the generation of 7 types of artificial
datasets with respect to the interest map.

Next to that, regarding the ports, shipping lanes, protected
areas and windmill farms, different sizes and configurations of
those elements have also been generated, for each of the 7 types
of interest maps. The data generation parameters are summarized
in Table 1.

Regarding problem-specific parameters, we vary the minimal
and maximal distance constraints to the different existing
activities in the ocean as shown in Table 1. The total number of
artificial datasets that have been generated are 7× 33× 2 = 1134.

The Experimental Protocol
Algorithms Configuration and Metrics
The weighted sum resolution method requires one parameter to
be fixed (λ) which gives the tradeoff between the two considered

TABLE 2 | Weighted sum parameter.

Parameter

name

Possible values Description

λ 0.25, 0.50, 0.75 Tradeoff between the two objectives

(compactness and interest)

objectives. During some pre-tests we have checked on a sample
of 21 datasets the effect of 11 different values (between 0 and 1)
of the λ parameter on the weighted sum of the objectives, and we
have determined that it varies linearly with λ. Consequently, for
our more extended tests, we have considered that 3 values for λ

are sufficient, which are shown in Table 2.
The AUGMECON2 parameters are configured in order to

generate 3 optimal solutions of the Pareto front.
Multiple metrics could be recorded for each configuration of

the algorithms and the following ones will be reported in the
results section:

� Computation times (separately for the buffering technique
and the optimization part)

� Location of the optimal solution
� Characteristics of the optimal solution

• Compactness
• Number of cell candidates.

To address the first question about validation, the algorithms
are run with their different parameter configurations on the
controlled random datasets. For each run and each dataset,
we check if the obtained solution is equal to or included in
the (or one of the) artificially generated best locations of the
interest maps.

Then, to answer the sensitivity question, we use the totally
random datasets. We first measure the compactness of the
solutions with respect to the variations of the algorithms’
parameters, as well as the influence of the distance parameters on
the compactness. Then, we compare the outputs of the algorithms
to check if they produce the same or different solutions. In
the second case, we also check if the solutions are intersecting,
included one in the other, or totally disjoint. The effect of the
distance parameters is also studied on the compactness of the
solutions and their sizes.

Finally, to answer the complexity question, we evaluate the
effect of the distance parameters on the resolution methods, by
separating the buffer generation time from the optimization time.

Implementation
The MOILP model is implemented in Python, version 3.8, by
using the PuLP module, an LP modeler written in Python which
calls an optimization software tool (CPLEX) as a solver. All
experimental tests are implemented on a laptop with AMDRyzen
5 PRO 2500u w/ Radeon Vega Mobile GFX 2.598GHZ processor
with 16 GB RAM running Linux/Ubuntu 20.04.1 LTS.

Statistical Methods
In order to support the conclusions presented in this paper,
statistical tests have been carried out to assess the significance
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FIGURE 7 | The sample validity map with one compact area.

of the results. More specifically, a Fisher-Snedecor procedure has
been systematically done to evaluate the difference between the
various sub-samples. All presented results are significant at a 95%
level of confidence.

Results
Having done all tests concerning validation, sensitivity analysis,
and computation time, the main results can be summarized
as follows:

� Validation : (On controlled data) As mentioned before, to
prove the validity of the model, we need to show if 100%
of the achieved solution is equal to or encompasses the
(or one of the) artificially generated best locations of the
interest maps by using the controlled random areas. With
regards to different types of interest maps for controlled
datasets mentioned in Figure 6, we selected three of them as
examples to show how the validity is approved; very compact
and compact controlled random with one interesting area,
and non-compact of that with multiple interesting areas.
Figure 7 shows the geospatial raster-based map in which, in

the maritime area, the controlled random area and optimal
solution are displayed with white and dark gray raster cells.
As can be seen, the white cells belong to both the optimal zone
and a part of the controlled random area, and the other two
dark gray cells complete the rest of this random area. Because
of two holes in the controlled area, we define it as a “not very
compact” area. Generally speaking, the total optimal solution
is encompassed by the controlled area, that is, the optimal
solution is exactly inside of that area. The other example is
referred to as a very compact controlled random area, which
is illustrated in Figure 8. Same as before, the white cells not
only represent a part of a very compact controlled area but
also the optimal solution, in which except for two dark gray
cells of the controlled area, the others are inclusively selected.
And the last example is for the non-compact controlled area
shown in Figure 9. In this figure, three different non-compact
controlled areas are generated, and the optimal zone has
been selected as one of them. It is worth noticing that in all
three cases, the model returns not only a compact solution
but also the most interested one. By doing so, according
to the tests, we can generally conclude that the obtained
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FIGURE 8 | The sample validity map with one very compact area.

solution is %100 equal to or included in the controlled random
generated zone.

� Sensitivity Analysis : (On the random data)

1. Compactness:

• The compactness measure has been averaged over all
configurations for the two different levels of buffers.
First, by increasing the λ for WS, the weight of the
interest function is growing while that of compactness
is decreasing. This is why, in the given results, the larger
the λ, the less compact solutions are achieved. Figure 11
shows the relationship between the compactness of
solution and the algorithm parameters, in which WS has
a downward tendency from compact to non-compact
solutions by increasing the λ. Regarding AUGMECON2,
the sensitivity to the compactness constraint is different.
Figure 10 highlights an example of Pareto-optimal
solutions yield by AUGMECON2 method to show the
convergence of two objective functions.

The objective function (4) is related to the minimum
distance between the center cell of the solution and the

candidate cells around it. As can be seen in Pareto-
front (Figure 10), by increasing this objective function
(4) which is shifted into constraints, we are relaxing
this constraint and going toward the maximum value of
the objective function (3) which represents the interest.
However, since the algorithm has to satisfy both objective
functions at the same time, it tries to return different
shapes by keeping nearly the same compactness, instead
of giving less compact solutions. Therefore, the more
objective function(4) (solution), the less the variability,
illustrated in Figure 11. And on the other hand, by
increasing the objective (4), the focus of the algorithm
goes on the maximum interest value by selecting more
and more cells, but the size constraint, which has
the maximum value, will impose another limitation
on the algorithm to find fewer various solutions with
different compactness.

2. Number of candidate cells: Figure 12 reports that the
average number of candidate cells of the solution for WS
does not depend on the buffer size, while AUGMECON2
is impacted by the buffer. A larger buffer size decreases
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FIGURE 9 | The sample validity map with multiple non-compact areas.

FIGURE 10 | The Pareto Front.

the number of candidate cells returned by the algorithm.
These conclusions are supported by significant statistical
tests (p< 0.05). One possible explanation is the fact that the
difference between the two considered buffers is not large
enough to globally impact the number of candidate cells of

WS while AUGMECON2 is very sensitive to the buffer and
the solution space.

� Computation Time : (On the random data)

1. The total computational time is calculated by the
summation of the optimization and buffer time. Figure 13
pinpoints the difference between WS and AUGMECON2
total computational time. As shown, for a smaller feasible
area (i.e., larger buffer size), MOILP model is solved in a
shorter time for both WS and AUGMECON2 rather than
for a larger solution space (i.e., smaller buffer size). With a
smaller buffer, we observe a more important computation
time for AUGMECON2 (p < 0.05). However, thanks to its
sensitivity to the buffer size, AUGMECON2 becomes more
efficient with a larger buffer (p < 0.05).

CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel multi-objective mathematical model is
proposed to solve the problem of locating and allocating a new
human activity optimally in a given marine area. The proposed
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FIGURE 11 | Average Compactness for 3 Pareto-optimal solutions of AUGMECON2 with increasing the objective function 4 and that of WS w.r.t λ.

FIGURE 12 | The average candidate cells of all configurations for each buffer.

approach highlights an exact resolution of the problem. To
solve it, we analyzed two resolution methods, a weighted sum
of the objectives and AUGMECON2, an enhanced version of

the classical ǫ-constraint method. An empirical study based
on synthetic data proves the ability of both methods to yield
optimal solutions.
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FIGURE 13 | Average time of all configurations for each buffer.

Our study shows also that AUGMECON2 represents the
most promising approach in terms of relevance and diversity
of the solutions, compactness, and computation time. Indeed,
AUGMECON2 is able to exploit almost every run to produce a
different solution. It also offers the possibility to easily control
the number of generated solutions. On the opposite,WS provides
less balanced solutions between the two objectives of interest and
compactness while being less sensitive to the buffering technique.

Among the perspectives of this work, the next challenge is
to scale up the problem resolution to be able to solve larger
problems. This objective is being achieved through current
work developing meta-heuristics that are faster while providing
solutions that are close to optimality. To be more compatible
with reality, another extension of this work would concern the
determination of the best location for multiple new activities at
the same time. In case of conflicts, we plan on proposing some

negotiation-based algorithms to reach a compromise solution
satisfying all actors.
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